
Zipper Basics 
Class Supply List 

Instructor:Gloria Young 
 

Learn 3 or 4 different types of zipper insertions, depending on the presser feet you own. Possibilities 
are a centered zipper, an invisible zipper, a lapped zipper, and a fly front zipper. Bring several 
zippers, plus your machine & presser feet and some fabric and gain some confidence with zipper 
applications! 
 
 
Supplies needed to bring to class: 
 
*  A sewing machine in good working order with presser feet (a regular all-pupose presser 
foot, a zipper foot, and an invisible zipper foot if that is one of the zippers you want to learn), 
bobbins, & operating manual (you may use a classroom machine, but those machines only have a 
regular zipper foot, they do not have an invisible zipper foot, so you would at least have to bring your 
own generic low shank invisible zipper foot to class if you use a classroom machine and you want 
learn to insert an invisible zipper).  
*  3 or 4 zippers at least 7"-9" long, at least 2 of them should be regular zippers and one of them 
could be an invisible zipper as long as you bring an invisible zipper foot as well that fits your sewing 
machine. If you would like to put in a separating zipper, you could bring one to class. Pacific Fabrics 
has some short length separating zippers available for sale. 
*  Wash-Away Wonder Tape 
*  Pins in a pin cushion 
*  Sharp fabric cutting scissors or a rotary cutter to cut fabric for samples, plus a small pair of 
scissors for cutting thread. 
*  Good quality machine sewing thread (you MUST purchase Mettler brand Metrosene 100% 
polyester thread if you are using a classroom machine--do not bring Dual Duty for use on those 
machines). 
*  A seam ripper with a cover. 
*  Fabric to insert zippers into. You don't need lots of fabric, but you could bring some medium weight 
woven cotton (1/3 yard would be plenty) and maybe a 1/3 yard of denim or a pants weight fabric if 
you want to learn the fly zipper insertion. 
 
You may contact Gloria at gloriayoung@comcast.net if you have any questions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying supplies for this class 
at the register to receive this discount. 
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